Toroid formation in charge neutralized flexible or semi-flexible biopolymers: potential pathway for assembly of DNA carriers.
The theoretical state diagram for semi-flexible macromolecules such as DNA predicts that a tightly wound toroid can be a stable structure. Experimentally, toroids roughly 100 nm in diameter are routinely observed for DNA in the presence of multivalent cations at low DNA concentration. Theory also predicts toroids can form between non-DNA semi-flexible polymers and multivalent counterions. This phenomenon provides a means to co-package DNA with functionalized anionic polymers to create gene delivery systems. We show using electron microscopy that non-DNA polymers (polylysine, polyglutamic acid, and dextran sulfate) form toroids when mixed with multi- or polyvalent ions of opposite charge. The non-DNA toroids are similar in diameter to ones made with DNA. The results using dextran sulfate, a semi-flexible polymer, are explained by current theory. However, theory predicts that high flexibility in polypeptides should discourage their incorporation into stable toroids. To explain these latter observations we propose that charge neutralization facilitates secondary structure formation, which confers stiffness, thereby allowing stable toroids for the polypeptides studied. We measured the secondary structure of the toroid-forming polypeptides using circular dichroism (CD). The CD spectrum indicates the polypeptides undergo transitions from non-ordered structures (random coil) to ordered secondary structures (either alpha-helix or beta-sheet) upon charge neutralization which supports the hypothesis. The type of secondary structure is dependent on the type of multivalent counterion used to form the toroids. Formation of the polypeptide toroids confers resistance to heat denaturation of the resulting polypeptide secondary structure. The CD spectrum of DNA in a toroid also is changed from that of uncomplexed DNA, but all of the counterions used to form DNA toroids created structures with similar CD spectra in the DNA region (250-290 nm). The toroid structure obtained using DNA is observed in other semi-flexible non-DNA polymers such as dextran sulfate, and also in flexible polymers such as polylysine and polyglutamic acid upon charge neutralization with multivalent counterions. In the flexible polymers we propose that this phenomenon is due to induction of secondary structure upon charge neutralization, which decreases polymer flexibility, i.e. increases polymer stiffness, to enable toroid formation. These results have significant implications for the co-assembly of non-DNA anionic polymers with DNA to create nanoscopic gene carriers.